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What is KERI?

❖ Key Event Receipt Infrastructure  **

❖ Intends to repair the Internet *

❖ KERI = CT with decentralized CA ***

❖ NOT a coin, token… *



Why KERI? (and not something else)

❖ Strong autonomous identifiers

❖ Abiding to privacy (laws and good habits)

❖ Portability, delegation, rotatable keys

❖ Direct & Indirect method

❖ <there’s more>



Personalize your own access to KERI information sources

KERI.ONE Novices
SSI advanced and proficient 

Github KERI Developers
SSI Experts
 

For who is KERI?

https://KERI.ONE
https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri
https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri


KERI.ONE



Dentralised Identity Foundation Workgroup

Samuel M. Smith

Creator

By who is KERI?



When can I use KERI?

❖ Today to study and contribute

❖ Today to implement the concept elsewhere

❖ Roadmap (current) maybe discussed in other KERI 
sessions

https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri/issues/108#issuecomment-804927231


How to approach KERI?

Four interesting concepts to get your head around:

❖ KERI does not need a blockchain

❖ Duplicity detection in KERI ( public identifiers )

❖ Direct and indirect verification method

❖ Pre-rotation in KERI



Inception of key pair of Identifier



What does the Q&A look like?



How to use GitHub Q&A?

❖ Glossary, Q&A and Q&A security

❖ User levels: * novice, ** advanced, *** expert

❖ Jump table to Categories

❖ (SamMSmith)

❖ {TBW prio …} to be written: work in progress

https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri/blob/master/docs/Glossary.md
https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri/blob/master/docs/Q-and-A.md
https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri/blob/master/docs/Q-and-A-Security.md


Bonus

Explain KERI 
to mother-in-law

Link to page

https://github.com/decentralized-identity/keri/blob/master/docs/KERI-made-easy.md


Bonus

KERI security 
guarantees

Link to page

https://blockchainbird.org/a/keri/


10 answers to basic questions

❖ 1-5 : What, Why, Who, When, Which way

❖ 6: What problem does KERI solve? *

❖ 7: Who is KERI? *

❖ 8: What does KERI look like? *

❖ 9: What is pre-rotation? **

❖ 10: What does KERI proof? *

https://bit.ly/3tAI01H
https://bit.ly/3aq4cUX
https://bit.ly/3grhBQo
https://bit.ly/3xbIUnO
https://bit.ly/3tw4QHT

